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OF OPPORTUNITIES
AND ORGANIZATION
WHEN

Do

ISLAMlST PARTIES

CHOOSE TO COMPETE ELECTORALLV?

Abdulkader H. Sinno and Ahmed Khanani

Today, almost every country with a substantial Muslim population
has at least one Islamist party or organization. They sometimes face the
option to participate in electoral competition whether free, Hawed, or
Some, such as the Egyptian Ikhwan, the Malaysian PAS
Islam seMalaysia), and Turkish Islamist parties like the nowdctll1lct
push t(H liberalization and fairer elections despite formi
dablc hurdles erected by powerful parties or state institutions that do
not wish to sec them gain illfluence Some, such as Hizbollah and sev
eral Pakistani Islam!st parties, participate fully and successfully in gener
fair elections. The Turkish rustiee and Development Party (Adalet
ve Kalkmma Partisi or AI( Parti, or AKP in Turkish and for the rest
of this chapter) and Palestinian Hamas have won parliamentary majori
ties_ Some, like the Palestinian Islamic Jihad, are adamantly against elec
tions. Others, such as the Pakistani }ama'at-e Islam! and Hassan Turabi's
National Islamic Front, changed their attitude toward political partici··
pation over time. This chapter aims to provide a consistent explanation
of the difterenccs among Islamist parties regarding their participation in
electoral competition. In particular, it attempts to explain why some arc
willing to participate in electoral competition while others arc not,
some even participate in elections organized by autocratic regimes that
manipulate results and only allow the parliament limited powers, and why
some have been Dushi!H[ for fairer elections at great cost to themselves.
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This chapter argues that two factors jointly explain th(~ decision of
Islamist parties or organizations to participate in contested elections: (1)
the quality of the political opening and (2) the organizational structure
of the Islamist party. Given the opportunity, complex Islamist organiza
tions that are active in civil
student organizations, u1e provision
of welfare, and oilier services and Islamist organizations intertwined with
complex social structures are much more Iikelv to contest elections than
centralized and networked
While this chapter deals exclusively with Islamist parties, it is not their
Islamist ideology or discourse that defines them. What makes them a class
of comparable cases for understanding their readiness to participate in
electoral politics, if given the chance, is the availability of Ilonparticipa
tory strategies that could be more advantageous t()r them to adopt. III
that sense, a model that would explain Islamist participation in electoral
politics should also explain the participation of othcr parties with a poten
tial to transform the social order through lloneketoral means, such as
communist political parties in Western European counrries durillg the
Cold War. Such cases are beyond the scope of this chapter because the
intercst hcre is in recent developments in Muslim countries where such
tend to be Islamist. Yet it is important to stress that strat
q,,), and organization
the behavior of the Islamist
considered, not their Islamism. If Arah nationalist parties still had the
potential to underminc Arab regimes in an era of partial democratization
and pseudoliberalization, then this chapter may very well have provided a
similar analysis about them instead oj'lslami5t parties.
This chapter begins with a discussion of existing explanations of
Islamist parties' participation in electoral politics and then develops a
unique theory illustrating it with evidence from different Muslim coun
tries. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the signiticance and
policy relevance of the findings.
THEORIES OF ISI.AMIST PARTICIPATION
IN ELECTORAL POLITICS
One approach to explain the participation or lack of
lslamist parties in electoral politics refers to ilieir ideology or the IlJCUIU!O'
cal dimensions of their theology (see Kepel 1994, 193-94; Bukay 2007;
Le\'.cis 1996). Ideology is a poor explanatory variable because it is '-Illite mal
leable when it comes to practices related to a party's survival, even in the
case of parties generally perceived to be doctrinaire. The Jama'at e Islami
of Pakistan, f(lr example, has shown considerable flexibility in interpret
ing the ambiguous views of its iconic founder Abu A.lA'la al Mawdudi
on democracy and electoral participation. Different national branches
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of the Muslim Brotherhood have been pushing lor fairer elections and
participating in elections rigged against them despite the ideological
tradition of isolationism in the writings of Sayyid Qutb who argued in
Ma 'alim fil- Tariq (signposts) that God's sovereignty leaves no mom f<:lf
systems that promote popular sovereignty. Both sides on the Egyptian
Muslim Brotherhood's recent internal debates on issues such as whether
or a woman can lead Egypt invoked religious rulings (Brown and
The Tunisian alNahda adopted fkxible interpretations
of Islamic sources to deVelop an essentially liberal, nonviolent, demo
cratic, and inclusive perspective (al-Ghannushi 1987). The Lebanese Hiz
bollah became a
and successful participant ill Lebanese elections
because its leadership'S adherence to the concept of
of the Jurist) allows the adjustment of doctrine to evolving circumstances
(Hamzeh 2004,
Indeed, Hizbollah's participation in Lebanese
elections came in the wake of a decision by the Supreme Leader ill Iran,
Ayatollah Ali Khamene'i, in the early 1990s that allowed Hizbollab to do
so and de facto placed in abeyance the dream of establishing an Islamic
state in Lebanon (Norton 2007,98-101). Hizbollah's decision also came
in the wake of extensive internal debates that led at least one fiery cleric to
leave the party (Saad·Ghorayeb 2002,46-58).
Another reason not to take ideology too seriously as an explanatory
variable is the alliance pattern of Islamist parties when serving in
their attcmDts to democratize their countries'
.
. themselves with panies and
that are ideological rivals or even nemeses ti)r
to diffuse arguments based only on ideology. The Lebanese
for example, allied itself with the Maronite Christian figure Michel Aoun
and socialist and communist parties against fellow Muslim Fuad Seniora's
government during the post 2006 political crisis (Norton 2007; Alagha
20(6). The Jama'at-e Islami at one point allied itself with secular parties
of Zia-ul Haq even though he pursued an aggressive
against the
Islamization policy. Both the Jordanian Islamic Action Front (lAF) and
Yemeni lslah collaborated with parties from across the ideological spec
trum, including communiSb and socialists to counter measures by their
COUll tries' rulers to restrict freedoms and elections
2006, 110
The Egyptian Ikhwan allied with
ists to counter the Egyptian regime's attempt to
elections in 2005.
Strategic debates alllong the leaders of lslamist organizations at
junctures also show a great deal of theological flexibility regarding issues
of political participation. The leadership of Hamas, for example, engaged
ill vigorous debates and consultations about whether the organization
should participate in both the 1996 and 2006 Palestinian kgislative elec·
tions (it only participated in the latter). 2 Abassi Madani and Ali Benhadj
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and the factions they represented disagreed on the Algerian Islamic Salva
tion Front (PIS) participation in electoral politics in the early 1990s, and
the inconclusive outcome of their contestation might have encouraged
the military coup that ended the democratic experiment in the country
(Kalyvas 2000). Leaders of the Jordanian lAF, the political party of the
Muslim Brotherhood, even went so far as to argue that it is not desirable
for Jordan to become an Islamic state because it is too small, is vulner
and needs American aid (Boulby 1999, ]
This ideological
should not be surprising because the theological building blocs
from the Koran and Sunnah relevant to develop a position on political
participation in democratic politics (concepts of rule of God, vice regency
and shura) are few and quite malleable.' Muslim scholars can easily, and
partICipation in
reasonably, make arguments both in favor of and
elections. Ideology and theology eXDlain little in terms of Islamist
in electoral politics.
Another explanation of lslamist participation in electoral politics, par
favored by their critics, is that Islamists compete because they
have a hidden agenda of undermining dWlOcracy and establishing a the
ocracy after they gain power through the ballot box.4 The experiences of
the past fl~w decades seem to indicate that this argument is incorrect. Only
in two cases did Islamist parties that participated in elections support
nondemocratic regimes (Pakistan's ama' at e lsi ami and the successive
The Jama' at supported
and the Sudanese Muslim Hrothcrhood once supported a
dictator and became involved with a coup by junior officers that ended
a democratic episode The lama'at later defected from its arrangement
with Zia ul- Haq in the mid 19805 and, since) has consistently supported
democratic elections and a return to democracy, when Pcrvez Musharrat~
former President of Pakistan, sidetracked elections. There is also strong
evidence that at least some Islamist parties such as the Jordanian Islamic
Action front became more moderate after they participated in demo
cratic institutions (Schwedler 2(06)
The argument that Islamist
would like to topple the dem(Kratic
institutions that bring them to power is also not completely
consistent. Elections bestow both international and domestic legitimacy
upon winners. Conversely, a successtlll Islamist party that abrogates the
democratic regime thar brings it to power will risk losing part ofits domes
tic support, will forsake the moral high ground and the ability to claim
that it represents popular preferences, and will subject itself to possible
international sanctions and isolation. Most Islamist parties that compete
dectorally (with the exception of Hamas, Hizbollah, and some
and Iraqi parties) also do not have independent miJitarv means to project
power. Acceptance of their inHuence over the institutions of the state may
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on their democratic credentials for a long time after they win
elections (e.g., Turkey). They may be reluctant for people to view them
as treacherous and untrustworthy if they abrogate elections after making
public theological and practical arguments to explain their own participa
tion in the election they won. lslamist parties must also have a
tive advantage in campaigning to win, an advantage they may lose if
choose other means tlX seizing power, and would therefore be unlikely to
eliminate electoral competition. There is little reason to think that popu
lar Islamist parties will risk all their gains and legitimacy by abolishing the
very elections and democratic institutions that bring them to power.
A variant of the argument, partkularly popular among secularist crit
is that Islamists compete in elections or desire to participate in them
to undermine regimes, such as Ataturkism in Turkey that existed before
liberalization took
(IIamzawy, Ottaway, and Brown 2007). This is
likely true ovt:r the long run and expected hom parties contesting elec
tions. \Vith the establishment of democratic competition, however, it will
policies, dramatic as
be possible to judge the popularity oflslamist
they may be, in cyclical elections. There is lIothing unexpected or conspir
atorial about elected olticials desiring and advocating a new social order.
This happelled quire a few times in Western liberal democracies (e.g.,
laws bringing racial equality in the United States, weakening of several
European monarchies, and adopting devolution in the United Kingdom),
and there is little reason to !Car it happening in Muslim countries. As
Hamzawy et al. (2007) argue, previous Islamist participation in govern
mellt and the fact that similar fears that accompanied the participation
of Christian Democratic parties in European politics were without merit
suggest that Islamists in government will not necessarily curtail individual
freedoms or women and minority
III fact, the entire argument
rings hollow because the human rights and freedoms that some tear the
Islamists will subvert exist only in vestigial f()fm in many of the countries
to run in fair elections. It is unlikely that the Muslim
where they
Brotherhood would make
less free or respectful of human
tt)r all than it already is under the Hosni Mubarak regime tilr example.
Some also argue that exhaustion from the high costs of violcm~e and a
realization of its futility in achievillg Islamist goals in the domestic arena
bring groups stich as Hizbollah and the Muslim Brotherhood to the par
liamentary table (Shadid 2001, Wright 1992). This was certainly nor the
case with early and consistent Islamist democrats, who never
to use f()rce such as most Indonesian Islamist parties, the Malaysian PAS
and the Pakistani Jama'at. Not to mention those Islamists-turned-demo
erats that did use violence against rivals have already managed to change
their own society before participating in elections. The EgyPtian Muslim
Brotherhood already managed to Islamize ElTIIorial
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by the 19905 and Hizbollah galvanized and empowered the Shiite com
in Lebanon, its natural constituency, by the time it first ran f(x
election in 1992 5 Hamas was more popular than Fatah when it partici·
pated in its first parliamentary elections in 2006, as the election results
show, and it certainly did not abandon armed conflier 6
The explanation of Isla mist parties' partic.ipatioll in electoral com
petition lies elsewhere. The next section offers a better explanation of
the variation in Islamist parties' willingness to participate in electoral
competition.
OPPORTUNITY AND ORGANIZATION

Most authors who discuss lslamist party participation in politics consider
their decision making unitary. When they consider their organizational
structure, they believe it depends on factors such as state persecution
(Wictorowicz 2001). However this chapter borrows from Maurice
Duverger's (1959) study of European parties and other studies that join
organizational theory and strategic interaction (Sinno 2(08) to argue that
the strllcture of lslamist organizations strongly affects their ability to take
advantage of political openings and therd()re their readiness to
in elections. More specifically, Islamist organizations and panics choose
to participate in electoral competition, depending on the quality of the
electoral opening and thcir organizational ability to benefit from it.
ASSUMPTIONS

To explain lslamist parties' willingness to participate in elections, it is ncc
essary to make a number of assumptions. First, it is important to disregard
the influence of Islamist ideology because Islamist thought is flexible on
the isslie of participation. It is equally important f()r Islamist
support and lasting influence as to implement
In that sense, they are like any other political party with a desire to
the social order. Second, it is vilal to understand Islamists as
actors who take advantage of local opportunities and attempt to reduce
the effect of government-imposed restrictions. Third, the strategic calcu
lations involved in the decision to parti(·ipate in (or dekct from) electoral
competition can be quite complex and multidimensional. Among the
most important considerations lslamist party leaders face are to balance
immediate gains with long· term costs and vice versa, evaluate the effect
of participation on complex rivalnes, balance the need fIX urgent col11
pI omises with the long-term desire of adhering to ideoiogi..:al goals, and
assess the merits of alternatives to electoral participation. The debates
and discussions that take place among and within lslamist organizations
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when making decisions about
reflect this complexity, which
makes it difficult to produce
general explanations, but admowl
edging it moves us in the
direction.
OPENINGS AND STRATEGIES

As Gandhi and Przeworski (2007) tell us, authoritarian regimes develop
institutions to increase the length of their own tenure. They make complex
calculations about the origin and size of the threats to their power and
develop the particular institutions necessary to ditluse the threat by solicit
cooperation or co-opting threatening actors. They try to cede as little as
in the hope of maintaining control over the polity, but not so littk
as to allow rivals to bring down the regime. They may miscalculate at their
own risk, but the goals of the calculation are straightf(xward. The illStitu
tiom diHer depending on the source of the perceived threat. However,
from the perspective ofIslamist parties, they often include the possibility of
participating ill a legitimizing electoral process that is more or less
and restricted by the powers-d1atbe and results in representation in
mentary chambers, municipal councils, or other governing bodies whose
influence could vary from the negligible to the highly meaningful alld dlec
tive. \Vhile the possible types of openings could theoretically vary continu
ously along the two dimensions of fairness of elections and the quality of
representation, we simplity them to two discrete categories in our model.
The first category of opening cOllSists of free and fair elections with
a strong parliament. Such ,111 opening could oceur when an occupier
invades the country (e.g., Iraq after the United States invaded), with
draws fBritish in Malaya), is weakened (Palestinian areas), an autocratic
collapses (end ofSuharto's regime), or a civil war ends (Lebanon's
Taif Agreement and postwar elections).
The second category of openings includes cases in which at least one of
the fiJllowing two conditions applies: (I ) elections are restricted or
ITlellt ha~ limited powers vis av.is the autocrat. Such openings
vulnerable autocratic regime needs to solicit partjcipation and reduce the size
ofa potential rival coalition. The scale of a restricted opening depends on the
perceived popularity of the lslamist challengers, dIe number of
the size of the emerging threat to the regime, the political and demographic
the strength and loyalty of tbe coercive apparaulS, international
pressure, the alternatives available for the incumbent and the challengers, and
the likelihood of a damaging conflict absent an opening. The regime may
restrict the elections or the powers of the chambers (legislatures, assemblies
ofparliamems) to H~gularc how much influencc it is ceding during the openFor an Islamist party, the calculations involved in choosing to compete
in elections del)end. in pan, on these two berors.
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If the hlamist party's leadership expects elections to be generally fair
and representation meaningful, then those Islamist parties with substan
tial support may choose to participate based on whether they teel the
electoral system would translate their popular support into enough scats
to justify the effort. They may also choose to participate if they project
that Dopular support for their agenda will increase over time.
instead, elections arc restricted by the powers-that-be or parliament
is too weak, then the offer to participate is similar 10 what Selznick (194R,
defines as co-option (or co-optation )-"the process ofabsorbing new
elements into the leadership or policy-determining structure of an organi
zation as a means of averting threats to its stability or existence."7 In this
case, co-option is a strategy initiated by the state that consists of
positive sanctiolls to threatening Islamist organizatiolls or key individuals
within them in return t()r accepting the norms of interaction it desires
(e .g., that all differences be solved in the parliallH:lItary arena or <1\:cep
tance of the monarch's authority).
Co option is a coopnative strategy that can result in a cooperative
arrangement (henceforth referred to as a co-optive arrangement) that
is not self eni(}rcing: both panics, the co-opter and the cooptee, have
to offer something in return for what the other otters for a cooptive
arrangement to succeed. The co-opter hopes to reduce risk by co-opting
some rival organizations or their leaders. The co-optees could obtain sub
stantial gains from a cooptive arrangement fix a number of reasons. The
cooptee's acceptance of the co-optive arrangeIIlellt might be valuable to
the co-opter if it is Ol1e of many challengers and could therei()[c
a precedent f(}r more important attempts at co-option. A co-optee could
also be valuable if it provides two-step leverage OVer other organizations
or groups." Another ti:JfJll of two-step leverage consists of co-opting the
leaders of an organization instead of the entire organization. This kind
of co-option is highly cost-dlective hecause it is much cheaper to co-opt
one or a few individuals than an entire organization. Tribal politics some
times facilitate personal co-optation because of the loyalty tribal leaders
generally command amollg members of the tribe. I n addition, an lslamist
co-optee might confer legitimacy on the regime, the way the Pakistani
Jama'at hdped Zia ul-Haq, the Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood shored
up King H lIssein fClr a brief period during the first U.S. -Iraq War (Boulby
1999, l44-47), and the Sudanese Hassan al Turabi legitimized the gov
ernment of
Nimeiri.
Two factors differentiate co-option trom alliance (the short-term
aggregation of resources against a common rival). First, the co-opter gen
crally offers positive sanctions in the hope of producing a co-optive agree
ment because the acceptance by a lesser organization of the norms of
the hegemonic organization without concessions would be tantamollllt
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to surrender. Second, the co-opter must be more powerful than the co
optee, who must necessarily accept the hegemonic stature of the co-opter
and the applicability of its norms to their future interaction. Either party
could defect (not accept to continue to co-opt or to be co-opted), some
times even after a co-optive arrangement is reached or even institutionalif incentives change. Institutionalization, however, generally makes
the cost of defection higher.
Co option is costly to the regime. I t is costly because resources need
to be offered to the co-opted Islamist organization and because power
and information need to be shared with it. 9 The powers-that- be rhereii:)re
need to assess candidates for co-optive arrangements carefully. An organi
zation makes a good candidate for co-option if it is powerful enough to
disturb the operations of the regime substantially or is likely to do so ill
the future; not powerful enough to take over the state from within or be
capablc of eliminating it; and the cost of co-opting it is less tban the cost
of fighting it. II)
co· option could be an attractive strategy for vulnerable regimes,
as Jettrey Pfeffer tells us in his study of the usc of this strategy in the cor
porate world:
"Cooption is so oftell effective because it exposes the coopted repre
sentatives to informational social influence, and confronts them with con
formity pressures and the necessity of justifYing their actions. Cooptation
provides labels and expectations that increase identilication and commit
ment to the organization,
the representatives a stake and legitimate
in the organization, and motivates them to be interested ill the
organization's survival and success."!!
Whether it is advantageous or detrimental for an organization to be
co-opt ed depends on the terms of the co-optive agreement (the
tive sanctions and the norms adopted), as well as the opportunity cost
of forfeiting other means of seizing power. The only kind of co-option
that could be satCly assumed to have negative consequences for an orga
nization is the co option of its leaders, not the organization itself------if
the leaders arc awarded positive sanctions instead of the organization.
in addition, early cooptees tend to bencf'it more than subsequent ones
because the regime wants to co-opt the minimum number of rivals neces
sary to remain in power to lower the cost of co option, and it therei()re
might pay a premiulll to form a minimum organizational quorum.
An opening to participate in elections can therefore he attractive for an
lslamist organization, even if elections were restricted and elected cham
bers weak.12 Onc advantage to accept a co-optive offer is that e1ectjons,
seem sanctified with an almost totemic legitimizing
even if not quite
capacity domestically and internationally. Despite American, French, and
Israeli attempts to undermine election outcomes before the anticipated fIS
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in Algeria and llamas victory in Palestine, both Isla mist organiza
tions wen: able to claim the higher moral ground because of the decidedly
undemocratic behavior of opponents who claim to promote democracy.
Accepting to be co~opted could also briJlg resources to the Islamist orga
nization or ease the flow of resources from donors by reducing the ele
ment of state threat to the operations of the organization. The Isla111ist
organization turned party could also bendl! from
cive resources channeled
ideological rivals.
Accepting to participate in restricted elections or other c()~optive
arrangements is also costly ic)r an Islamist organization. By accepting the
norms of the powcrs-that~be, it becomes associated with an unpopular
regime. The Islamist organization also risks internal schisms because some
members might be influenced by conservative interpretations of lslamist
thinkers such as Abu aIA'\a al-Mawdudi or Sayyid Qutb or be anracted
al-Zawa~
to those of intransigent ones such as Abdullah Azzafll,
or
the
rejection
or Ali Benhadj (who compared democracy with
ofJslarn) when it comes to support t()[ democracy.

STRUCTURE OF ISLAMIST ORGANIZATIONS
Four classes of Islamist organizations arc identified on the basis of their
functional structures. The tlrst category is the centralized Islamist orga
nizations with specialized branches that provide targeted service~ to
segmeIHs of the population. The second is the tribal~based and patron
age based organizations. The third is the highly centralized vanguard
type. The f()lJrth is the decentralized or "networked" structures. Some
organizations may havt~ characteristics of more than Olle type, and the
structures of others may evolve from one type to another over time.
Centralized Islamist organizations with specialized branches, such as
the Egyptian Ikhwan and IOday's Palestinian Harnas, provide specialized
services to different segments of the Muslim population. They mdY build
schools and hospitals and provide tlnaneia! aid to indigent families and
students in need. They may provide relief services ill case of war Jnd
natural disaster. The Muslim Brotherhood, for example, provided ser
vices much more d1ectively than the Egyptian government after the }992
Cairo earrhquake I J They tend to mobilize supporr within civil
orgallizations such as student government and professional
(Wicktorowicl 2001; Wickham 20(2). In some instances,
armed branches that provide a public good such as resistance to I()feign
occupation (e.g., Ikhwan's resistance against the British occupation of
the Suez Canal and Hizbollah's resistance against the Israeli
of SOLlthern Lebanon) f<Jr their communities. They otien raise resources
to maintain their broad activities from donations by supporters within
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the country, from expatriates, and from supportive businesses such as
Islamic banks and aid from Muslim states and other outside sponsors
(Medani 2003). They arc often highly bureaucratized, invest in human
capital, attract considerable specialized talent over the years, and depend
on broad-based financial support. They mobili'.!:e support based on their
pert()rmance in the provision of services as well as their ideology.
Patronage based Islamist organizations, including ones based on tribal
and clan lies, also mobilize support on the basis of providing resources
and channeling them down the lines of loyalty, as well as on the basis
of ideology. The leadership maintains cohesion of the organization and
recruits others by meting resources it acquires from toreign patrons, the
state, or other sources. In turn, the larger the organization's membership,
the more attractive it becomes to potcmia! sponsors. Tics of patronage
consist of exchange of loyalty for resources and are subject to contillU
The Afghan Illujahideen parties of the 19805 were
of sllch patronage-based parties (Sinno 2008) and so are the
Tslamist Pakistani Muttahida Majlise-Amal (MMA) coalition and several
Nghan and Iraqi parties today.
A third ~trl1cLUral class consists of highly centralized vanguard-like
lslamist organizations made up or committed members and do 110t
t(!Cus on the provision of services. They dre il1Spirl~d from Sayyid Qutb's
of forming collntersocieties of believers within the broader Jahili
Mawdudi's t<KUS is on lslamizing dites and some
times from communist organizational models that were qllite popular in
past decades. This class would include the Palestinian Islamic Jihad, the
Pakistani lama 'at, and the Sudanese Muslim Brotherhood. 14 Such organi
zations mobilize mainly based on ideology, not the provision of resources
and services. They are structurally comparablc. to l1on-Islamist organiza
tions such as the Kurdish\Vorkers'Party or Partiva Karkerfm Kurdistan
(PKK) in Turkt~y or Lenin's Bolsheviks.
The fourth class ofIslamist organizations are networked ones (Wicto
rowicz 2001). Nerworks depend on the recruitment of ideologically com
mitted members and do not t;xus on the provision of services or
goods tf.Jr a larger constitllency_ AI Qaeda today is a prime example of the
nerworked Islamist organization.

PREDICTIONS
lslamist partit:s choose to participate in electoral compctition
on the quality of the electoral opening and their ability to benefit trom it.
Figure 1. I describes this chapter's
Of course, the issue of electoral participation is moot for Islamist par~
ties in countries without elections such as Tunisia, Syria, or Saudi Arabia.
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Figure 1.1. Expected Effect of Opportunity and Organi/.ation Structure on lslamist
Participation in Electoral Politics

In such countries, Islamist parties are likely to pursue political change
through confrontation, education, propaganda, social mobilization, or
underground politics. Some may still push f()r electoral participation in
spite of overwhelming odds (e.g., the Tunisian al Nahda).

Service-Oriented and Patronage-Based Islamist Parties
The expectation is for lslamist parties that provide social services or bene·
tit from tics of clientage to participate enthusiastically where elections are
fair and representation meaningflJI and to push t()r liberalization where
democratic practices are restricted by the regime. Service oriented orga
nizations can count on broad popular support because of their ability to
provide services, their reputation, and their provision of public goods.
Patronage-based organizations can do the same by distributing resources
and perhaps leveraging ties of tribal kinship. Their service branches, or net
works of solidarity, provide these lslamist organizatiolls with an accurate
sense of the number and commitment of voters willing to support them
and make participation less risky. Service-oriented organizations also have
dedicated cadres who can easily make the transition to effective campaign
ers and, if successful, 10 public otIicials in state institutions. Leaders and
cadres of service oriented parties may have already developed an cthos of
service that empowers them to do well once they hold public office. The
two types of organizations would benefit f1-om representation because
the resources they may gain from being in parliament would enhance the
effectiveness of the activities that made them popular in the first place and
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would therefore allow them to consolidate and expand their base of sup
port. They would also gain national and international legitimacy and access
to the institutions of the state. If an Islamist organization also fixtCits mili
tant means to develop a competitive edge in thc provision of services, then
representation through elections becomes the only way for it to influence
the political process.
If elections are fair and representation meaningful, service-oriented
and patronage-based lslamist organizations, like others, could hope that
substantial representation would allow them to play one of four roles in
the polity: become the majority party (e.g., PIS, Hamas, AKP), one of the
large parties (Hizbollah), a pivotal party f()r ruling coalitions (MMA), or
the legitimizing party in a deeply religious country. They have no reason
not to participate in fair and meaningful elections and every incentive to
push for such elections when facing reluctant regimes.
If elections arc manipulated by the regime or if parliament is weak,
service-oriented and patronage-based Islamist parties may participate in
elections, but would also push f(}r liberalization-they cannot be fully
co-opted. They may be even more enthusiastic than liberal parties may,
if any exists in the country, to push fIX liberalization because they would
increase their strong competitive advantage in mobilization if they gain
the freedom to recruit, to advertise, and to compete without state pres
sure. They may even resort to protests and other acts of resistance if the
state resorts 10 heavy handed measures to manipulate elections or to
deprive them of an electoral victory.
It may not be customary to think of Islamists as the most l~ager lib
but evidence from Muslim countries seems to support the view
that service oriellted and patronage-based Islamist parties indeed fight
hard to make elections more lair and elected chambers more powerfi.tl ill
their countries. The Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood allied with the much
weaker Egyptian liberals and leftists and has been actively trying to con
vince the reluctant Mubarak regime to liberalize. 16 The Jordanian Muslim
Brotherhood has been actively protesting the manipulation of elections
and gerrymandering by the monarchy and its supporters. I! In Iraq, Aya
tollah Ali al-Sistani f()rccd the hand of the Bush Administration to go
ahead with the election because the patronage and service based Shia
parties he supported were poised to achieve an electoral victory.'8 Both
Hamas and Hizbollah continue to ding 10 democratic institutions and
support their legitimacy even as they confront thcir domestic opponents.
Turkish Islamists have been consistently trying to push fIX increased dcm
ocratic institutions.
In summary, service-oriented and patronage based Islamist parties
today are staunch supporters offair elections and meaningful representa·
tjon. This is not a statement about thc virtue or liberal predispositions
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of Islamists, it is a prediction based on empirical evidence and structural
incentives. Conversely, it does not denigrate Islamists to indicate that
their liberalism is the product of strong structural incentives instead of
liberal thought. Pragma6c politicians are just as likely as idealistic liberals
are to drive democra6c transitions around the world.

Centralized and Networked Parties
A centralized or networked Islamist organization may be indifferent to
choice between a co-optive ofter from the regime (limited elections or
weak parliament) or genuine democratization. A co-optive arrangement
with the regime would allow it to be influential well beyond its popular
support. The regime would benefit from the Islamic credentials of its
Islamist ally to shore up its own legitimacy within the population, and
the co-opted Islamist party will gain influence over state institutions and
Islamize society through them. Zia ul- HaL!'5 cooptiOIl of the Pakistani
Jammat and Nimeiri's co option of the Sudanese Islamic Charter front
(the Muslim Brotherhood's party) arc two examples of such co-optive
arrangements. The downside of these arrangements, as both Islamist par·
ties discovered, is that their symbiotic relationship with unpopular rulers
would not have needed to ~o-opt an Islamist party if they tdt
had enOlH!.h Dopular support) diminishes their own popularity. When this
defect from the cooptive arrangement either to opposc the
regime militarily or to join other organizations advo~ating fair elections.
Advocating the adoption of elections is more attractive if the Islamist parry
already gave up its militant activities and elections are already accepted as
a legitimate way to select leadership in the country. This is indeed what
the Jama 'at and Sudanese Muslim Brotherhood did.
Still, centralized and networked Islamist parties are not likely to
as hard as service-oriented and patronage- ba ...ed ones for freer elections
because they don't stand to benefit from them as much and because
their structures arc better suited to survive the
In fact, such structures arc otten
enable the organization to survive in such an adverse environment.
A lack of democratic opening also validates their choice of organizational
structures designed I()r confrontation with the regime instead of struc
tures designed fix future possible participation in electoral politic.'>. More
important, their membership is more selective and relies on committed
cadres. If they do participate in elections, they can only attract voters on
the basis of ideological appeal instead of the more potent mix of ideo
appeal and long-standing ties available to service and patronage
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Centralized and networked parties are likely to vacillate between
co
arrangements and fair democratic elections because
the comparative advantages of the two options, when available, are not as
clear to them as they are for service-oriented and patronagehased ones.
Figure 1.2 shows what Islamist parties familiar to us do hased on our
predictions.
The different Islamist parties in Figure 1.2 do participate in the way
this theory predicts. Islamist parties that provide services or arc based
on patronage actively participate in elections in which there are gener
open and fair elections and push for fairer elections where
restricted. Hamas overmatched the Palestinian Liberation
in the provision of servi~es and public goods such as resistance to olTupa
tion by the time it chose to contest elections. Hamas was particularly con
cerned with protecting and benefiting from its service organizations as it
[ixmulated its electoral strategy (Michal and Sela 2000). Hizbollah has
the best· developed network of services in Lebanon (Hamzeh 2004) and
has participated in Lebanese elections despite Syrian pressure to cede scats
to Syria's ally Amal (Saad-Ghorayeb 2002, 54). Hizbollah has also been
pushing f()r electoral rcf(xms that would lead to better representation of
its share of support among Lebanon'5 Shia (Saad-Ghorayeb 2002, 56).
Shia Islamist parties had every incentive to participate in dec
Ali al Sistani) declared
a religIOUS l1uty-and they even pushed the United States to estab
lish an electoral regime. 19 Being elected allowed them to become conduits
of resources made available throub!:h the state and bv outside dOllors
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to their constituents in the con
text of a violent sectarian war and, in the case of the Sadrists, the
good
The
and Jordanian Muslim Brotherhoods also have
ing service networks and actively push for fairer elections and
openings in spite of thc restrictions their countries' regimes put on their
activities (Wictorowicz 200] ; Schwedler 2006). While the two branches
of the Muslim Brotherhood are not themselves political
voters
know that the candidates fielded under the banner of the Islamic Action
Front in Jordan and various allied parties in Egyptian elections are ailili
ated with the brotherhood. Similarly, in Turkey, Islamist parties such as
Refah and Adalet vc Kalkinma Partisi do not provide services indepell
(kntly, but benefit from the tremendous ctfect of educational institutions,
sa vice organizations, and other sllch Islamic-oriented activities on Turk
ish
lslamist parties that do not provide social services on a
scale are
less inclined to participate in elections or to Pllsh f(x increased democra
tization and are more easily persuaded by co-optive oilers. The Palestin
ian Islamic Jihad, which lacked the service organizations of Hanus, fi)r
did not participate in the Palestinian elections as did Hamas.
The Sudanese Muslim Brotherhood and the Pakistani
both waf
arrange
fled between support ti)r free democratic elections and
ments with autocratic regimes.
A broad range of political parties participated in Sudan's twO demo
cratic episodes, which preceded the May 1969 coup that brought Colonel
Jaafar Nimeiri to power (d- Battahani 2002). While the larger Islamist
Sudanese parties based 011 patronage tie!> (Umma and Democratic Union
ist Party) did 110t actively support the Nimeiri regime, the vanguard-like
Islamist Sudanese Islamic Charter l~ront did. The political arm of the
Muslim Brotherhood led by Hassan al-Turabi, agreed to join a co optive
arrangement with Nimeiri. Turabi hoped to penetrate state institutions,
to restructure his organization, to spread its reach while weakening rivals,
and to promote Islamization through state institutions (Hamdi 1998,
18-26). Nimeiri appointed al-Turabi attorney general, decreed Sharia
allowed the Islamization of the armed f(xces and the creation of pow
erful Islamic courts stafted in part by lkhwan members, and facilitated
the growth of Islamic banking that led to the
of a class
Ikhwan sympathizers (c1-Affendi 1991). Desoite these
port ti.)r Nimeiri was
support in their traditional
.
nizations and labor unions. They lost student elections at the
of Khartoum to a broad coalition in 1979 and lost them at Khartoum and
Omdurman Islamic universities in 1984 (c1-Affendi 1991, 119 21, 128).
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They were blamed f()r many of the regime's transgressions, and the orga
nization suffered from internal tensions as the rank -and -file expressed
discontent about supporting such an unpopular regime. When Nimeiri
felt that the Ikhwan were becoming too strong, he turned against
but was overthrown himself in a coup that ushered in a new democratic
in 1985, Turabi dissolved the
Islamic Charter hom and
it into the National Islamic Front
(NIF) to contest the 1986 elections. NIF ranked third in the election,
and Turabi joined the government. Turahi's NIF, however, joined fim.:es
with the military junta that ended this democratic episode. Some say that
NIF was behind the 1989 coup. Either way, NIF and Turabi became
intertwined with the government structure when other parties, based
on patronage and trihal ties continued to push fix a return to elections.
While the military leaders and Turabi ultimately parted ways becHlse of
Turabi's attempt to weaken President Omar llasan al- Bashir, Ihis co
optive arrangement helped establish the junta by giving it Islamic legiti
macy and led to a dramatic Islamization of the country_
Another nonservilx~ organization, the Pakistani Jama' at, supported
democratization Jnd
in competitive elections on many occa
sions during Pakistan's
history of seesawing between democracy and
authoritarianism. It helped mobilize popular opposition to authoritarian
rule in 1<)62 to 1965. In 1969, it led the Democratic Action Commit
tee, which demanded an end to Ayub Khan's authoritarian rule. In I
it served as the main f()rce in the Pakistan National Alliance's
against the Bhutto regime and Zulfiqar i\li Bhutto's increasingly auto
cratic rule (Nasr 1995). In addition to pushing for democratization and
competing actively during democratic episodes (1951 ~·1958, 1971-1977,
1988-1999), it also supported authoritarian regimes at different times
(1969 1971,1977-1985).
The Jama'at was quite popular in 1977 because it played a leading
role in resisting Bhutto's regime, but the army coup led by General Zia
ul Haq ended serious electoral completion. Zia co-opted the Jama'at
and other lslamist parties by implementing many of the Islamization
measures they favored but avoided holding elections they desin~d. By
doing so, Zia acquired Islamic legitimacy in a mostly devoutly Muslim
country and divided opposition to his rule. The Jama'at accepted this
arrangement until its leadership realized that it began to cost
the party considerable
support, at which point it distanced itself
from Zia and criticized the extent of his powers, his abrogation of dem
ocratic elections, and even the way he implemented Islamization
1995; Esposito]
167-76). The Jama'at could gauge its loss of sup
port from its electoral peri(xmance in the restricted election of 1985 in
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which it won only ten parliamentary scats even though the large Pakistan
People's Party boycotted the election. By 1985, the lama'at was actively
opposing Zia's rule and promoting a return to democracy.
PAS is exceptional in the sense that it pushes for increased democrati
zation and persistently participates in elections without having the benefit
of a service organization in spite of practices by the dominant United
Malays National Organization (UMNO) that bias elections against the
Islamist party. The reason is simple: the Malay state under UMNO pro
vides effective services for the ethnic Malay segment of the population
that both parties target, and there arc no realistic political alternatives to
electoral participation in Malaysia. PAS distinguished itself in the past on
an ideological level, but even it seems to be moving toward the provision
of services as well.
ACADEMIC SIGNIFICANCE
AND POLICY CONSEQUENCES
The intent of this exploratory chapter is to propose a theory of electoral
participation by lslamist parties based on knowledge of about ten or so
such organizations. While this group of Islamist organizations is likely to
be representative of most such organizations, it will only become certain
that these predictions generally hold alter testing this theory 011 a com
prehensive data set of Islamist organizations.
Still, it seems reasonable to share some conclusions about the academic
significance of the argument and its relevance to policy. A key insight is
that, if correct, Islamist organizations are like any other organizations
that disagree with an autocratic regime in regards to their response to
co-optive oHcrs or a democratic opening. What matters most are orga
nizational structures, not the particular oppositional ideology the orga·
nization adopts. The argument would have applied to communist, Arab
nationalist, or other organizations that challenge their countries' regimes
if they were still significant in an era of democratic opellings and regimes
trying to widen their bases of support. Mau rice Duverger's classic study,
Political Parties, implies that this might well have been the case in Europe
during the first half of the twentieth century. Sathis Kalyvas (2000) shows
how the comparison of the democratic participation of religious parties
from different continents, religions, and eras can be ini(mnative.
From a policy standpoint, the present argument suggests that con
cerned Western governments should support democratic participation of
Islamist parties that are service oriented and patronage based. This is a
salient issue with high stakes. french Jnd American support f(lr the mili
tary coup that scuttled the Algerian democratic election that was going to
bring the Islamist FIS to power in 1992 started a civil war that killed more
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than 120,000 Algerians, motivated terrorist attacks in France, and pro
duced much skepticism regarding france and the United States' claims of
supporting democracy. American and Israeli attempts to reinstate the Pal
estinian Liberation Organization after it lost the 2006 elections to Hamas
led to a damaging Palestinian civil war and the division of institutions
between the West Bank and Gaza.
These findings also speak to the urgent debate in the West about
whether the United States should prod the regime of President Hosni
Mubarak of Egypt to allow free elections in which the Muslim Brother
hood and others would compete without restrictions 20 Despite its claim
that it has an agenda of promoting democracy in the Middle East, the
Bush Administration had been reluctant to pressure the Mubarak regime
and others to allow freer elections out of tCar that successful Islamists
would adopt an anti -American agenda. The cost of supporting strongmen
while claiming to want to promote democracy, of course, is to increase
popular hostility against the United States in the Muslim world and to risk
having U.S. allies overthrown in revolutions that will send regimes on a
long-term anti American trajectory, similar to the Iranian Revolution of
1979. The Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood would likely win fair and free
elections in the future, but its political agenda will be more anti-Ameri
can if the United States keeps supporting the Mubarak regime despite its
anti-Democratic stance. An organization geared toward services like the
Muslim Brotherhood will likely produce a dedicated, less corrupt, more
efficient and more transparent regime than the current one-exactly the
kind the United States claims it would like to sec in the Middle East. It
is also unlikely to do away with elections and democracy because it has a
strong competitive advantage in this type of competition over Egyptian
liberals, Arab nationalists, WafCi party members, leftists, and the current
regime's supporters. The same argument would apply to service-oriented
Islamist parties elsewhere.
This argument also informs the decision making of Islamist organiza
tions that consider accepting a co-optive offer from an autocratic regime.
The experiences of the Sudanese Ikhwan and the Pakistani Jama' at show
the long-term risks involved in joining such a co-optive arrangement in
spite of short-term incentives. The two organizations defected when they
realized how much popular support they lost. Supporting a democratic
regime is more beneficial in the long term, even for centralized and net
worked Islamist institutions, despite the lure of immediate gains in the
area of promoting Shari a (Islamic law).
In summary, it is not ideology, theology, hidden agendas, or exhaus
tion driving Islamists to become democrats-it is strategic calculations
based on advantages that functional structure confers in elections that do.
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